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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) is the world’s largest military
meteorological facility. A large portion of its men, women, and computer resources are
dedicated to the acquisition, processing, display, and application of meteorological and
space environmental data. In this paper, I will address only meteorological and space
environmental data.

AFGWC OVERIEW

AFGWC is charged with the responsibility of providing aerospace environmental services,
on a global basis, to conventional and space operations of the United States Air Force, the
United States Army, and other Department of Defense (DOD) and governmental agencies
as directed by the USAF. The concept of operation is to construct the world’s most
comprehensive environmental data base and apply the data to the specific operational
requirements of the military decisionmaker on a real-time basis. To accomplish this,
approximately 118,000 weather reports per day are gathered from conventional
meteorological sources throughout the world and relayed via the highspeed Automated
Weather Network . These data are blended with information available from military and
civilian meteorological satellites to construct an integrated enviromental data base in real-
time. A series of scientific computer programs are employed to construct a model of the
existing atmosphere and to project the changes that will occur in the future.

AFGWC is not an automated production center; rather it is a computer-based operation
heavily reliant upon the interaction between people and the computers to produce accurate
and complete services individually designed for each operational support requirement. The
products and services provided by AFGWC include meteorolgist advice; aviation, terminal
and target forecasts; prediction of severe weather; automated flight planning; exercises and
special mission support; computations for ballistic missile systems; and analyses and 



predictions of solar-geophysical elements which affect systems operating in or through the
near-earth or deep-space environment.

AFGWC provides direct support to the President, Special Strategic Programs, the National
Military Command System, many Unified Commands, all major commands, various
operational elements of the US Army, The National Security Agency, and a variety of
DOD and other governmental agencies. Environmental information is disseminated over
many communications and facsimile circuits to command and control systems and DOD
installations throughout the world.

METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE (METSAT) SYSTEMS

The METSATs, whose data are acquired and processed by AFGWC, are those launched
by the DOD Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and the Department of
Commerce (DOC) National Earth Satellite System (NESS) agencies.

DMSP Characteristics

1. Sun synchronous, 450NM circular polar orbit

2. 1600NM scan path with a 0.14NM pixel location accuracy at subpoint.

3. operational Line Scan (OLS) - Primary mission sensor. The OLS is a visual (0.4-1.1
micron) and infrared (IR, 8-13 micron) cloud imager which senses at 0.3NM resolution.
On board computer data smoothing provides the DMSP with light and thermal fine (visual,
IR - 0.3NM) and light and thermal smooth (visual, IR - 1.5NM) data capabilities.

4. Other Mission Sensors - These may include atmospheric sensors such as the multi-
spectral infrared radiometer (SSH), the microwave temperature sounder (SSM/T); or space
environmental (SE) sensors such as the precipitating electron spectrometer (SSJ/3).

NESS Satellites

NESS launches, controls, and uses both polar orbiting (TIROS) and geosynchronous
(GOES) satellites. Although TIROS is also a polar orbiter, it has different orbital
parameters and sensors. The primary sensor system on TIROS is not a cloud imager,
rather atmospheric sensors. This sensor configuration reflects different DOC requirements.
GOES characteristics are:

1. Two geostationary spacecraft system (East and West Coverage)



2. Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR) - Primary mission sensor which
permits day and night observations of clouds and the determination of temperatures, cloud
heights, and wind fields.

3. Space Environment Monitor (SEM) - Measures magnetic field conditions, in situ
energetic particle flux and solar x-ray emmissions.

DATA COLLECTION

METSAT data collection is basically a four step process. One, each sensor either actively
or passively collects data; two, converts the data to a digitial form (electronic bit stream);
three, multiplexes the data with other sensor data or telemetry; and four, either transmits it
real-tine as does GOES, or records the data, as do polar orbiters*, on a storage device
such as tape (*polar orbiters are capable of transmitting imagery data real-time to
tactical/remote receivers within line of sight).

Imagery makes up by far the greatest quantity of recorded data (approximately 4-16 x 108

bits per orbit). Imagery data across the scan path is collected in the form of discrete picture
elements (pixels) and converted electronically into one of 64 6 bit/byte grey shades. The
other mission sensor data (MSD) are time multiplexed into the imagery bit string for
storage on one of several spacecraft recorders. Once the data is stored, it is available for
replay on command. Both DMSP and TIROS transmit recorded data to high latitude
command and control ground stations located on the east and west coasts of the United
States. The ground stations perform essential signal processing to prepare the METSAT
data for retransmission to a commercial wideband communications satellite (COMSAT).
For the purposes of this paper, it is here that the METSAT data streams begin to converge
on the receiving antennas at Offutt AFB, NE. Figure 1 depicts the DMSP portion of this
scenario. (Note 1. TIROS data is received at AFGWC through a similar COMSAT link.)

The GOES collection scheme is more straight forward. The cloud image sensor scans the
earth scene twice per hour (normally) and then transmits the data as it scans to a Wallops
Is ground station. Wallops corrects the scan signal for satellite viewing distortion, grids the
data, and transmits it back to GOES for relay to Data Utilization Stations (DUSs) such as
that at, Offutt AFB.

DATA ACQUISITION

Once polar orbiting data arrives at the Offutt COMSAT receiving antenna, it is relayed by
fiber optic land line to the AFGWC Data Reconstruction Station (DRS) and distributed as
depicted in Figure 2.



Figure 1 - METSAT Data Relay System

Figure 2 - AFGWC METSAT Data Distribution



DMSP imagery, telemetry, and MSD are thereafter managed by the Switching and
Patching Subsystem (SPS). Initial signal telemetry is stripped out and relayed to the DMSP
C&C. The remaining data stream is routed to all three or any preprogramed combination of
the three destinations simultaneously. All received data is taped for archival. Selected
stored imagery is displayed as received on the Central Display Modification (CDM)
equipment.

CDM’s produce cloud imagery on a positive transparency film 9 inches by the equivalent
length of the orbit displayed. The CDM produces the imagery by converting data into an
analog signal which projects one of 64 grey shades on a CRT and exposes it to wet
process film. However, most of the data is destined for the Data Formatter (DF) enroute to
computer processing. The DF is an electronic hardware device which converts the
received signal into a format compatible with the UNIVAC 1110 satellite processor.
TIROS data is distributed similarity.

GOES data is acquired at AFGWC by two different routes, either real-time through the
GOES DUS (normally aimed at the GOES East) or by land line from Kansas City. The
real-time data is ingested by DRS sectorizers (preprogrammed computers) which
selectively display some or all of the earth disk on 10 x 10 photographic hard copy. GOES
data from Kansas City is sectorized data passed along to AFGWC on a scheduled basis.
AFGWC is essentially a drop off a set of Kansas City sectorizers. The imagery output is
the same as from the real-time DUS.

DATA PROCESSING

The objective of the processing phase is to rapidly and efficiently map METSAT data into
easily accessible files or projection oriented data bases. Data processing is performed only
on the polar orbiter data and is functionally partitioned into primary data (visual and IR
imagery) and other mission sensor data. There are four subdivisions of primary data
processing at AFGWC. They are:

1. Scheduling - software that provides preliminary preparation for data receipt, data
flow path, and output display products to be produced, as well as ephemeris files
correlating satellite data times with earth locations.

2. Ingestion - a hardware/software process of routing the data into the UNIVAC 1110
(U1110) satellite processor.

3. Rectification - Earth locating the data into the Satellite Global Data Base (SGOB).

4. Display - production of display imagery products for users.



Figure 3 is a block diagram depicting the AFGWC computer processing system for
METSAT data and the interaction between the functional types and the subdivisions within
a type. The processing of the primary data involves a complex interaction between the
hardware and the software components. The total process from receipt of data to the final
products is streamlined in order to be fast, efficient, and responsive to customer
requirements.

Scheduling

Prior to the receipt and processing of primary satellite data, a predication of satellite orbital
parameters based on a weekly input from the North American Air Defense Command and
a product schedule based on mission requirements are produced and stored into a mass
storage file on the U1110 satellite processor. Satellite ephemeris products in this file are
accessed by all satellite processing software. This preliminary processing lays the
groundwork for the ingestion, rectification, and display of the satellite imagery.

Once per week, the master scheduler program is run independently of real-time data
processing. The inputs are hardware availability, satellite ephemeris, satellite loads,
customer requirements, and mission priorities. The scheduler software schedules the use of
the eight tape recorders, three central display devices, two data formatters, two
minicomputers, the switching and patching subsystem, and the operator’s console. As the
satellite data arrives at AFGWC, it is switched and patched through the Switching and
Patching Subsystem (SPS) to any of the above devices simultaneously. This data flow is
scheduled in advance of the receipt of the data.

Ingestion

Shortly before data arrival at AFGWC, the SPS network is activated. A header, which
contains all the necessary information for the complete processing of the imminent data
pass, is sent to the Data Formatter (DF). Approximately 10-20 seconds later, the actual
data stream will arrive at AFGWC and can be routed through the DF. The DF formats the
data per specifications on the header card and the header and data are sent down the
primary data channel to the U1110 satellite processor software (SYNAPSE).

 “SYNAPSE” is the software system which accomplishes the complete processing of the
satellite data in the U1110 satellite processor from receipt of the data through rectification
into the Satellite Global Data Base. The components of SYNAPSE are:

1. “NERVE”--real-time software which monitors the data channel to the DF machine,
ingests the data onto discs, provides error contingencies, and allows for optimum use of
the U1110 satellite processor.



 Figure 3 - AFGWC Satellite Data Processing System



2. “SPNCON”--interfaces between the ingest portion of the processing code and the
rectification portion, and manages the overall processing of individual quarter orbits of
data.

3.  “CARTO”--rectifies the raw data into the Satellite Global Data Base.

“NERVE” provides the capability to ingest all Block 5D data. Because of the need for
complex high-speed communications linkage with the DF, the ingestion is accomplished
using the UNIVAC assembler language and the UNIVAC Arbitrary Device Handler
(ADH) software. The communications take place over a channel interface which is the
fatest data link available. “NERVE” is the module of “SYNAPSE” which resides in the
U1110 processor at all times. It is given the highest priority of any program in the
computer. This ensures that the executive sytem of the computer services the data ingest
before less critical tasks. “NERVE” monitors the primary data channel from the DF for an
interrupt and when received, expands the total program size in order to provide working
buffers for the raw data. The actual raw data is read into the U1110 in 16,440 36 bit word
buffers. Reads and writes are made in 16,440 word increments to specially prepared
dedicated discs. This provides the fastest possible read/write times for the buffer size read
in. As “NERVE” places the data on the discs, it simultaneously places an index entry into
the data directory which is used by the rectification nodule to retrieve the data. “NERVE”
will accept all input data rates of Block 5D data (16K/sec-64K/sec). The writing to discs is
always done in eight buffer increments. The minimum configuration is two discs which are
referred to as a “logical pair”. Eight buffers of data are read to one disc, then eight to the
other. This alternating will continue during data receipt. This allows the processing
software access to the data on one disc, while the data are input on the other. After data
receipt is complete, the ingest portion of “NERVE” will remain active servicing requests
from the rectification software, while the monitor portion resumes channel monitoring.

“SPNCON” directs and controls quarter orbit processing of 5D primary data. Its first
function is to receive the header from “NERVE”. It then decodes the header and loads the
quarter orbit priorities for processing from the master scheduler program. The quarter orbit
priorities are assigned based on mission requirements. If more than one special quarter
orbit exists per readout, each will be given the equivalent of number one priority with the
first available being processed immediately. Once the quarter orbits of a readout are in
processing order “SPNCOM” activates the rectification code, “CARTO”.

Rectification

“CARTO” will begin to rectify the data of the quarter orbit with the highest priority as
determined by “SPNCON”. “CARTO” grids and maps a quarter orbit of data (2.6 million
grey shades values) into the Satellite Global Data Base in an average of five minutes wall
time on a loaded machine. A video and infrared samples are stored at each earth grid point.



Dual mapping is used so that the video sample is earth located, then the infrared sample is
correspondingly placed, in its correct location. “CARTO” uses the sample selection
technique for rectifiction (Roth, 1969) to place the grey shades of data in their correct
position in the SGDB. Benchpoint information is determined at appropriate grid spacings
(Cherne, 1974) and double linear interpolation is used to fill in the grid between the bench
points. By starting with the map grid point, the grid is completely filled with the best
sample in one pass of the mapper. This technique allows different input resolutions to be
mapped into a fixed resolution. Following the completion of a quarter orbit, “CARTO”
checks to see if any more quarter orbits remain to be processed. If so, the next highest
priority quarter orbit is processed into the Satellite Global Data Base. This selection
sequence continues until all quarter orbits have been processed.

Satellite Global Data Base (SGDB)

The SGDB is a mass storage file where the latest available satellite imagery is stored.
Imagery consists of daytime visual, and daytime and nighttime infrared. The smallest
resolution element of the SGDB is 3NM by 3NM or 9 sq. NM. This is referred to as a
1/64 mesh since it is 3/200 or 1/64 of the standard USAF/AFGWC 200 NM grid
resolution. Thus, this data base is consistent with other AFGWC data bases.

The SGDB consists of three separate mass storage files each of which defines the earth in
terms of a fixed number of surface points and a particular map projection. These are:

1. Northern Hemisphere Polar Stereographic (Figure 4). This projection of the SGDB
consists of 4096 boxes (a box represents a 200 x 200 NM area of the earth) in a 64 x 64
box array. This data base contains 6,777,216 data points and each data point can contain
two bytes (V and IR) of satellite imagery (Northern Hemisphere of the earth in a polar
stereographic projection).

2. Southern Hemisphere Polar Stereographic - this projection of the SGDB is defined
in the same manner as the Northern Hemisphere Polar Sterograhic projection).

3. Mercator. This projection of the SGDB consists of 2716 boxes (a box represents a
200 x 200 NM area of the earth). These boxes are contained in a 97 x 28 box array
representing the area of the earth from 45 degrees south latitude to 45 degrees north
latitude. This data base contains 4096 x 1716 or 11,124,736 data points which define the
equatorial region of the earth in a mercator map projection.



Figure 4 - Satellite Global Data Base Polar Stereographic Projection

The SGDB is used as primary input into:

1. The AFGWC Three-Dimensional Nephanalysis. This a model which integrates
conventional observations (Pilot Reports, Surface Observations, etc) with visual and
infrared satellite data. The final output of this model lists the amount of cloud at eight fixed
layers (heights) of the atmosphere.

2. Hard copy photographic quality display images. These displays are built on a
display device and distributed to AFGWC customers. In addition, remote users at the
Pentagon and Langley AFB, VA are supported with a similar product via the Digital
Facsimile System (DFS).

Mission Sensor Data (MSD) Processing

MSD processing is divided into three steps: (1) data reception in a format acceptable to the
UNIVAC 1100 operating system; (2) data separation by individual sensor; and (3) data
distribution. MSD reception is accomplished via real-time software, “ONLIN2”, which
constantly monitors a channel from the Data Formatter (DF) to the UNIVAC 1110. When
“ONLIN2” receives an interrupt from the DF, it will open a file on the system and place
the data into that file. All data that are shipped are optimized for sytem efficient I/O and a
data buffer directory is created at the beginning of the file. When all have been shipped to



the UNIVAC 1110, the DF will initiate an end of file and start a runstream builder
program called “NODEK2”. “NODEK2” interrogates the data to determine satellite ID
and create a runstream called “SATSEN” which will guide the processing of the satellite
data.

The function of the preprocessor is to extract all available Block 5D Mission Data and
locate and format it for output to sensor-unique files. The preprocessor will extract data
from individual sensors files, geographically locate it every sixty seconds, and insert this
information into sensor-unique files. After all data has been extracted, located, and inserted
into files follow-on processing is initiated.

Two examples of mission sensor which have follow-on processing are the infrared
multispectral sounder and the precipating electron monitor. The infrared multispectral
sounder (SSH) is used on board the DMSP satellites to collect radiance measurements in
narrow spectral channels of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and ozone. These measurements
are taken for vertical and slant paths under and to the side of the sub-satellite track. The
cross-track scanning is accomplished in twenty-five four degree steps, or scenes from -48
to +48 degrees of the nadir. After each scan, a calibration scan at space and at an internal
reference blackbody complete the sequence. This sequence is repeated every 32 seconds.
The SSH data are processed by a routine called “HPACK” which extracts the raw SSH
data from a file produced by the preprocessor. These data are located geographically and
calibrated by calculating the offset and gain values for each channel of every scan. Once
the data are reassembled for insertion into a processed file called “HPREPFILE”.

The precipitating electron monitor (SSJ/3) is an electron spectrometer which detects and
analyzes electrons precipitating into the atmosphere producing the auroral display. The
SSJ/3 will measure the flux of precipitating electrons at sixteen energy levels spaced at
intervals from 50EV to 20EV. The complete set of energy levels will be measured once
each second. The SSJ/3 data are processed by a routine called “J3PACK”. It extracts the
raw SSJ/3 data from a file created by the preprocessor. It then produces an output file
containing the electron counts for each second in ascending order of energy channels,
located in geomagnetic and geographies coordinates, and corrected to approximately
110Km. Finally, it searches the data poleward of 40 degrees latitude to locate the equator-
ward boundary of the aurora. This information is then passed to the Space Environmental
support Branch of AFGWC for later applications.

System Output

System output of the primary and special sensor data files provides the final products for
the users of the satellite data.



Primary Imagery Outputs

Primary imagery outputs, based on customer requests, are computer processed displays
and DFS transmissions.

Request File

Requests for primary imagery displays can take one of two forms:

1. Routine scheduled requests are submitted ten days prior to the start date of the first
request and the request card images are built into a production display request file by the
scheduler software.

2. Unscheduled requests are submitted in card deck form and are then added to the
production display request file for subsequent processing.

This file is scanned at one minute intervals to determine whether a routine display request
is scheduled or an unscheduled request has been added. If found, software is initiated to
build the requested imagery. Displays may be scheduled on a real-time clock (production
cycle oriented) or on an event trigger (new data for a specified region). Several options are
available to the user and must be specified for each display requested.

1. Variable Map Scales. The program is capable of producing displays at 1 to 3.75,
7.5, 15, 30, or 60 million map scales. The wide range of map scales available are all
integral divisions of 1/60 million, the scale of the SGDB file.

2. Variable Map Projection. Both polar sterographic and mercator projections can be
produced. The SGDB is already configured in these projections.

3. Variable Data Type. The user may request either video or infrared data.

4. Variable Hemisphere. The user must specify Northern or Southern Hemisphere for
polar projections only.

5. Data Age Limitation. Each database box contains data time descriptors which define
the Satellite, Julian day, and GMT time of the most recent satellite data placed in that box.
As an option, the user may specify the number of days, hours, and minutes into the past
beyond which data is not to be displayed.

6. User Specified Area of the World. The user will identify the starting I/J coordinates
of the display and the length and width of the display referenced from that point.



7. Grey shade Enhancement. The display program has the optional capability of
replacing specified grey shade values with new values as provided by the user in grey
shade replacement tables.

DATA APPLICATIONS

Application of METSAT dats is accomplished by two means, human interaction and
automated. The most visible application is seen by human interpretation of the CDM
produced strip mode imagery and the area selectable, gridded, and enhanced SGDB
displays produced by a unique direct computer driven high resolution display device.
These display device products can be a maximum of 14 x 36 inches. These film
transparencies of visual and IR imagery are used in a manually intensive mode.
Meteorolgoists grid, when required, mosaic a multitude of strips or panels, and overlay on
plotted conventional data such as pilot reports, constant level upper air data, surface
reports or weather RADAR plots. Once overlayed, the skilled satellite meteorologist
carefully analyzes and correlates observed cloud features such as comma clouds, cirrus
plumes, straited bands or sharp IR thermal gradients to locate or confirm weather
phenomena such as frontal zones, jet streams, severe thunderstorms, and central eye
positions of hurricanes or typhoons. Certain satellite observed cloud characteristics are
known predictors, for example, the shape, size, density, and brightness of tropical cyclone
canopy clouds identify the stage of evolution and forewarn intensity, speed, and direction
trends.

Since the SGDB is in a digital format, it is also available for access by computer programs
tailored to use the grey shade brightness intelligence. Both visual (albedo) and IR (thermal)
cloud characteristics can be used in an automated mode to determine the amount, type, and
level of clouds over vast data sparse areas,i.e., oceans or hostile countries. One computer
generated product, the 3-Dimensional Nephanalysis (3NEPH), numerically depicts the
prevailing global cloud analysis. The 3DNEPH is, in turn, used as an initial state input to
short term small-large scale automated cloud prognosis models. Without these data,
forecasting optimum and safe air refueling corridors over ocean routes would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible.

The other mission sensors provide AFGWC digital data which, through the application of
physical, meteorological, and space physics algorithms, can produce atmospheric
(moisture, temperature, density) and space environmental (precipitating electrons, charged
particle) profiles at any global point. These profiles are then blended with conventional
earth based atmospheric and SE data to create analyses at various levels. From these
analyses an atmospheric or space environment is defined and used to initialized complex
meteorological and SE forecast models.



CONCLUSION

In summary, the Air Force Global Weather Central and its customers are, in large measure,
dependent on the rapid collection, acquisition, and processing of vast quantities of satellite
sense meteorological and space environmental data. The ultimate application of any and all
of the METSAT data at AFGWC is the successful target acquisition forecast for an aircraft
or missile, timely warnings for impending severe weather, and accurate forecasts of the
space environment which enhance DOD worldwide communications.
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